Morals Are Morals

Morals Go For a Spin

While I was running about in the back part of my mind trying to come up with a sentence that could describe the feeling of that mental attitude we acquired in high school, I ran across the word.

Walking on the campus of Montana State College, the campus is filled with the echoes of the students' conversations. It is a place where one can truly experience the thrill of learning and the joy of camaraderie. The campus is alive with the energy of the students, and it is a place where one can truly discover the true meaning of the word "morals.
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The speaker was one over-sized human with a big face, large black eyes, a high forehead, and a neck that seemed to be bad enough to tie up a horse. He never possessed a bank account that was four figures in dimensions, and throughout his life he never forgot to say pay check. When the year is over, measure what Montana has elevated yourself to. This will put down the cold weather will undoubtedly put down the trouble that has caused more worry than actual damage.

The meeting called by President Atkinson yesterday afternoon was more observed as there was nothing to fear in the present epidemic that has scattered throughout if they should do anything right. But right now, the biggest thing before you is to get acquainted all over again. And remember, never forget to say your greeting. Now...
SPORTS!

Many Fields To Be Opened for Women

College is starting with a fine collection of athletic heading girls. Miss Parpoe, head of the physical education department, is planning her schedule for the year, of which a detailed program will be announced later. Miss Parpoe will give two sports for girls as well as in the regular gym classes; croquet, field-hockey, mass ball, base- ball, track and swimming will be included.

Last spring on a woman's day event were presented for various athletic events during the year. These events were open to everyone and a lot toward building up girls' sports.

It is not offered that one can receive a privilege of any community and registration of the girls of M. S. C. have found in Miss Parpoe the last two years, and all girls are urged to get out for the fall line-up.

MANY NEW FACES

On College Staff

(Continued from Page One.)

A. G. Stephens of Watervliet is in charge of the South West work in the high school in Leader, Wyoming.

Edy McDonald is traveling for the Milwaukee Railroad Co. between here and Chicago.

Liesel Selzle is a position at the supervisor at Green Bay.

Lasts and Bobbin and Winder Collected, have been located at the University of California as late in the coming year.

Guadalupe Bournes is ref lecting on a significant of M. S. C. for the coming year. She spent her freshman year at the University of California at Los Angeles.

OPEN POLICY RESTORED

By MENS FRATERNITIES

Year of Closed Policy Followed By Open Policy—Rushing Starts Thursday

The open policy has been restored in the rushing rules for men's fraternities. That is the result of a trial closed policy conducted last fall.

The men are not allowed to rush during registration days but on Sept. 11, Thursday, rushing may be done and bids put out legally. There is no period of silence for the men's fraternities after rushing begins.

Sororities are allowed to conduct their social functions but they must be conducted during the hours set aside for these functions.

Miss Suzanne Thompson as nutrition expert in the home economics department, succeeds Miss Martha B. Robers as assistant in the agronomy department, succeeds Miss Martha B. Robers as assistant in the agronomy department. He is a graduate of Montana State College.
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FROSH SQUAD SHOW PROMISE

Whip material appears to be
shaping up with the good track
program put on by the Bobcats
in their opener against Sylacauga
University at Pullman, Wash., and
they are being swift and agile in
their opener.

It was Brigham Young that got
the chase started at the start of
the game and failed to lose
a game to their


DYCHE AND SMITH DRILLING YEARLING

Schedule Starts With Game Against Suitte High School

The Bobcats opened, winning the school for the State College varsity, and


BOBCATS TRAINING FOR BEST HEART

(Continued From Page One) Will be entered in a question of
out the new football squad.


The semi-annual and annual


CHRISTMAS PARLOR IN CONNECTION

Marcelling, Shapening, Facial Work, Dying, Bleaching and Manicuring

PHONE 459-W


BANK OF MONTANA

DAVIDSON & CO.

BOZEMAN

MONTANA STATE COLLEGE

Bozeman, Montana

Courses are offered in Architecture, Civil, Electrical, Industrial, Mechanical and Chemical Engineering, in Agri-
cultural Engineering, in Agriculture, in Applied Science and in Household and Industrial Arts.
These new Buildings are to be added to the equip-
ment of Montana State College. A school with a world-wide
recognition of educational and commercial faculty; with a
best student spirit, and at Montana State College.

For Information Write

The Men's Store

Comin' in and make
our store your
headquarters
for all clothing
and shoes.
Prices right and quality
superior.

J. N. McCracken & Son
Next Door to the Bungalow